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Brief History

The International Communication Association (ICA) officially emerged on
January 1, 1950 as the National Society for the Study of Communication (NSSC).
Communication Yearbook began in 1977 as a blending of chosen conference
proceedings and annual reviews from within the field. The publication came into
being with the focus of addressing the "state of the art" of the discipline of
communication.

Scope and Coverage

State-of-the-discipline literature reviews and essays are contained in the yearbook.
Highly international and interdisciplinary in scope, the publication represents the
broad global interests of the International Communication Association. The
contents include summaries of communication research programmes that represent
the most innovative work currently. Various disciplinary concerns and unresolved
questions are dealt in the volumes.

Kind of Information

Each edition of the yearbook can be accessed through its brief description from the
link “Description”, its list of content topics and small bio about the editor from the
links “Content” and “Editor” found at each single yearbook homepage. Below is
an illustration of the said items:

The contents of the yearbook are set under themes like, “Media Framing,
Structure, and Reception”, “Personal and Strategic Communication in Social
Interactions”, “Place, Boundaries, and Exchange in Organizational
Communication” etc.
Under the theme “Media Framing, Structure, and Reception”, an essay “How long
do news framing effects last? A systematic review of longitudinal studies” by
Sophie Lecheler and Claes H. de Vreese explored the effects of news framing. The

focus of media attention and the areas that affect news framing and the duration of
the effect have been discussed in details. The methods, determinants and outcomes
of media message on audience and the citizens in general are analysed and
explored through scholastic eye.
The writing is divided into sections and subsections like, “Theoretical
foundations” – “Understanding framing theory”, “Studying news framing effects
over time” etc.
Sample of figures and tables found in this yearbook are provided below:

Special Features

 From the product search page of the yearbook, all the main feature pages can
be reached.
 Advance search facility where not only yearbook but any product group e.g. Handbooks, Major works, Research monographs etc. included in the site can
be found.

 Through any or all of the following search options, relevant documents are
found: keyword, title, author/ editor, ISBN, subject/ category, imprint/
publisher, publishing date etc.
 Link to Facebook, Twitter, Gplus, Youtube, Pinterest, Email.
 Facility for email alerts.
 Option to browse local distributors.
 Link to resources for authors, booksellers, instructors, librarians, researchers,
societies/ associations, students, press and free resources like ebooks,
snapshots, talks, white papers etc.

Arrangement Pattern

Through the following path one can reach the ICA yearbooks: ICA Homepage ->
Publications-> Other Publications -> Learn more about the Communication
Yearbook series -> Learn more about prior volumes...
The yearbooks are arranged chronologically with issue number, date and name of
the editor.
Below is the screenshot of the Product Search page , where the chronological
arrangement of the yearbooks are set:

From the above illustrated product search page, each issue of yearbook can be
explored freely to a considerable extent.
The content of each yearbook is arranged under themes with part number. The
body of the content list has article titles with author names. At the end of the main
content, Epilogue, editor bio, information about contributors with author and
subject index are placed. A sample of the said content list is placed beneath:

Remarks

Comparable Tools

A comprehensive scholarly work where this essential human activity is analysed,
explored and developed. This publication is a valuable addition to the human
understanding of the realm of communication.
 The International Yearbook Communication Design (http://en.reddot.org/5393.html).
 Mass-communication review yearbook (http://104.236.94.70/masscommunication-review-yearbook-volume-1-mass-communication-reviewyearbook.pdf).
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